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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Purpose 
This study was undertaken to compare the views of leaders, former 
members of discussion groups and the agency's view of what is involved in 
discussion groups carried on by the Family Life Education Department of 
the Greater Boston Family Service ASsociation. It is felt that by gain-
ing additional insight into how the practitioner, in the case of the 
leaders, and the consumer, in the case of the former members, see the 
discussion groups, it is hoped that some of these views obtained may 
eventually be applied in improving future groups. It is also felt that 
if the agency's stated purpose of the discussion groups is considered in 
the comparison of the leaders • views and the former members 1 views of the 
groups, this will serve to suggest ways of improving the future groups. 
Another purpose of this study is that it is believed that it will yield 
indications as to the value of discussion groups of this type. 
The study will be based on three groups of Suffolk University 
students who were at the time of their participation in the groups on 
probation because of unsatisfactory academic work. The individuals used 
for this study have participated in the discussion groups one half or 
more times of the total number of times that their particular group met. 
Included also will be leaders of each of these groups. Finally, the 
study will use the agency's stated purpose of the groups as a basis for 
comparison. The study will endeavor to answer the follovring questions: 
1 
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1. How do former members of the groups see the groups compared 
to the leaders of these groups of which they were members? 
2. How do the leaders see their groups in comparison to the agen-
cy's stated purpose of the discussion groups? 
3. How do the former members see the groups in comparison with 
the agency's stated purpose of the discussion groups? 
Limitations 
The three. discussion groups that this study is based on met for a 
limited number of times. TWo of the groups met for eight consecutive 
weeks during the spring of 1956 and the third groups met for ten consecu-
tive weeks also in the spring of 1956. The conclusions will be therefore 
based on limited observation. 
Another limitation is imposed by the purpose of the discussion 
groups. The three groups were composed of Suffolk University students 
who were on probation as a result of unsatisfactory academic work. v'!hile 
the attendance in the groups was voluntary, it would seem hazardous to 
assume that an element of pressure was not generated due to the school's 
urging participation in the groups to alleviate any problema that might 
affect school performance. 
A consideration that is associated with the agency's stated pur-
pose is needed here; that is, while the article used for comparison of 
the. student and leader responses with the agency's purpose of the groups 
is thought to be generally representative of the agency's purpose and 
intent, it is also a consideration that the Family Life Education Dis-
2 
cussion Groups are dynamic in nature due to the energetic search ror 
optimum erfectiveness. It is therefore thought'that while the purpose 
remains generally the same, there may be slight modirications or purpose 
not explicitly shown in the article of the agency's stated purpose. 
It is difficult to examine the products or group therapy or dis-
cussion groups because of the very nature or the groups themselves, in 
that such examination or these groups inevitably encounters considerable 
subjectivity due to the nature of the group process. J. w. Klapman 
states "There is no reliable way at present time of accurately appraising 
the results of group psychotherapy. The psychiatrist is impressed with 
the results, but his evaluation still rests largely on an impressionistic 
basis.nl 
Method of Study 
Private interviews were given former leaders of each of the three 
groups. The interviews were scheduled consisting of three non-directive 
questions designed to yield responses with suggestions from the inter-
viewer. 
Private interviews were also held for former members of the three 
groups that contained the same schshie of three questions that were asked 
of the leaders for the sake of comparing the results. In preparation 
for the interviews with the students, Dr. Lieberman of Suffolk University 
Guidance Department agreed to request the students• participation on a 
1. J. w. Klapman, M.D., Group Psychotherapy, P• 329. 
=u .. 
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voluntary basis by sending a letter drafted by the writer and signed by 
him requesting participation. (See Appendix I) The purpose of making 
the initial request through Dr. Lieberman to those who participated in 
the group was to preserve confidentiality originally promised by Dr. 
Lieberman. After the students indicated that they were willing to par-
ticipate by returning the postal card enclosed in the letter to Dr. 
Lieberman, the writer then took steps in contacting the students to ar-
range for appointment for interviews. 
A comparison was made of the students• views of the groups with 
what the leader views of the group were as indicated by the results of 
the interviews • 
Portions of the article of the agency• s stated purpose of the dis-
cussion groups were extracted and used as a basis for comparing the agen-
cy's views of what they believe is accomplished by the groups with what 
the results indicated concerning what the students and leaders feel is 
accomplished by the groups. 
A review of the literature was made in an effort to give a theo-
retical and historical a ooount of how these discussion groups emerged to 
their present position. 
4 
CHAPTER II 
THE AGENCY AND ITS FUNCTION 
Family Service of Greater Boston is a private non-sectarian agency 
organized to help the family and all of its members to attain the most 
peneficial adjustment possible for the family itself, its individual 
lnembers and their roles in all phases of life. 
The Family Service Association of Greater Boston has existed in 
name only for four years, but the organization actually represents over 
a century of experience in serving families and ceaseless efforts to 
perfect skills in this undertaking. 
Family Service Association of Greater Boston was formed by a mer-
ger of two of the nation's oldest non-sectarian agencies, the Family 
Socie~ of Greater Boston and the Boston Provident Association. The 
Boston Family Socie~ has a tradition of 75 years of services to families 
in need and the Boston Provident Association had one hundred years of 
experience in serving families. One reasonfbr the merger lies in the 
similari~ of function and the growing awareness of the possibili~ of 
more efficiently serving the Greater Boston co~•unity through a unified 
effort of one agenoy. In 1948 a Greater Boston Communi~ survey was con-
duoted to study the Social and Health needs of Greater Boston. J~ng 
the recommendations of the survey was 
the first major step should be the merger and consolidation of 
the family Society of Greater Boston and the Boston Provident Asso-
ciation. ie see this first step in the creation of a new entity as 
5 
a dignified and statesmanlike consolidation in fact, conserving the 
strengths, skills and resources of each as the central core of the 
new and inclusive Federation.2 
Function 
The Family Service Association of Greater Boston has a broad 
program and variety of services in assisting those with family or personal 
problems. 
There are ten district offices of the Family Service Association 
that are strategically located in Boston and its suburbs. These offices 
offer undifferentiated casework services to people with problems. Com-
mon among the problems presented are marriage difficulties, children's 
problems, personal difficulties on the job, in school, or in the commun-
ity, financial problems and problems of older people. 
Mole specialized casework services are found in the Family Life 
Education Department of Family Service Association of Greater Boston • 
.AJnong these services are single talks given by caseworkers concerning 
some phase of family life to groups such as P.T.A.s, mothers• clubs, 
church groups and fraternal organizations. There is usually a discussion 
period following the talk. These groups usually have from twenty-five 
to fifty individuals. There is also a larger group of seventy-five or 
more individuals who are given a single talk but discussion is limited 
because of the size of the group. The third program under the Family 
Life Education Program is a discussion series which is believed to be 
2. Family Society of Greater Boston, Bulletin 1953. 
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the most effective type of program in Family Life Education Program. 
The casework service under this program is the subject of this study. 
Generally the discussion groups are held over a period of weeks with 
eight to fifteen members plus a leader who is a caseworker on the agen-
cy•s staff trained by the agency for this purpose. A more detailed des-
cription of the development and theoretical foundation of the program is 
given in the next chapter. 
Another important speciali&ed service of the Family Service of 
Greater Boston is that of the Homemaker Service Program. This program 
is one that is organized to care for children in their own home while 
their mothers are ill or incapacitated, This service ~ be considered 
for families or individuals without children where there is a special 
need for a homemaker. In general, however, the design of this program 
is to allow the father to remain at work without interfering With the 
family routine while the mother is incapacitated for a limited period of 
time, usually one to three weeks. 
Services for older people is a program that is meeting the grow-
ing needs for services for older citizens of communities. Some of the 
more common problems that are handled are problems of physical and Jll8ntal 
health, adjustment to old age, housing, economic needs, and guidance in 
leisure time activities. 
Finally, there is an information and referral service located in 
the Mason Memorial Building of United Community Services, 14 Somerset 
Street, Boston. This special department can give information about any 
phase of the agency program to intereated pereons. 
From the foregoing description of the services offered by Family 
Service Association of Greater Boston. it ie felt that this agency has 
by its design in depth. scope. and function gone a long way in meeting 
the needs of numerous families and individuals in their search for more 
effective means of coping With the increasing complexities of living in 
our society. 
8 
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CHAPTER III 
HISTORICAL AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
In the last decade there have been an increasing number of' groups 
formed and used e.s a medium by whioh a larger number of' people can be 
helped in a relatively shorter period of' time than on an individual basis. 
There have been discussion types and group therapy types formed in hos-
pitala, churches, mental institutions, olinios, schools, clubs, libraries, 
P.T.A. groups, in industry, and other organization varying in purpose and 
leadership often e.s many times as there ia variance in the setting in 
which it is organized. The variety in leadership of' the many groups cur-
rently held is a point worthy of' mention. There are groups held by pay-
ohologists, educators, clergymen, psychiatrists, personnel in industrial 
management, and in some instances hospital attendants, as well as case 
workers, whioh all attest to the diversity of' applications of' other pro-
f'essional and even non-professional disciplines and how they have sought 
to implement helping techniques with the group as their medium. 
There have been many attempts to assess a caseworker as a group 
leader by name. 
Our experience with the eight case workers who directed therapy 
groups has not been encouraging, either. They seemed to find it 
difficult to reorientate their attitudes toward interpersonal ther-
apy and'to accept the fact that therapy can take place without dir-
ect. participation by the therapist and without verbal communication 
and confession on the part of' the child. The caseworker had it 
fixed in their minds that no therapy was possible unless there was 
•insight• and •understanding•. As already indicated, this is no 
doubt true of older adolescents and adults, and in some cases also 
of' children. However, there are many children in treatment who must 
9 
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have direct experience and need to adjust to the impaet of actual 
situations: they need situational therapy. Referring ease workers 
are aware of this and aecept it as true in theory. However, because 
of their training and practice in interview ther'apy, those who 
worked with us were unable to make the neeessary functional reori-
entation even though they had intellectual comprehension of the 
theory. The difficulty ~ have arisen from the faet that the aase 
workers in question attempted to oonduct groups while they were en-
gaged in their regular work. The function in psyohiatrio case work 
and activity group therapy are in great contrast. It is difficult 
to make the transition from one to the other. The psyohiatrio 
training and field work which some case workers now receive would 
be of great value for the group therapist. They must, however, de-
vote themselves exolusively to group therapy and absorb its spirit 
as well as learn its techniques. It can be assumed that, by elim-
inating this conflict, case workers with psychiatric training can 
be drawn on for this work.l 
There has been other discussion, with familiar parallels in indi-
vidual treatment situation, as to whether discussion groups can be con-
sidered therapy. Slavson felt a need to point out a relatively narrow 
definition of therapy and to excluds group discussion as a therapeutic 
activity. 
Psychotherapy involves at least a minimum degree of more or less 
permanent modification with the personality itself that reduce 
anxiety, hostility and aggression which originally caused the indi-
vidual to either withdraw from or defensively to attack people. 
Such permanent modification cennot be affected by either group dis-
cussion or by manipulating a group setting, even though they help 
in satisfying needs and in reducing tensions. One must differenti-
ate between elimination of acute sym~toms and effecting long-range, 
P' rmanent change in the personality. 
These arguments that question the value of the caseworker as a 
group leader are not without counterpart of equal substance. In an arti-
ole by Miss Keyer and Kr. Powers, formerly of Greater Boston Family 
1 Samuel R· Slavs on, Introduction to Group Therapy. 
-
2 Samuel Ro Slavs on, The Practice of Group Therapy. 
-
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Service, it is pointed out that group leadership can be thought of as a 
natural and integral function of the casework service of the agency. 
We came to feel that work with groups was not alien to case-
workBrs and that in ways, in fact, it was as much their natural 
function as work with individuals. We no longer feel that groups 
are the province of any one discipline but rather that they present 
a way of reaching people, Groups are made up of individuals and 
it is our purpose to help wherever we can. 
We believe that caseworkers should operate in groups on an edu-
cative basis, attempting to handle only those problems which lend 
themselves to conscious and general interest. We see the limita-
tions of such an approach, but believe that it suooeeds in at least 
reaching the groups who are not rigidly set, to the point where they 
can be somewhat mellower in their approach to living.3 
A somewhat similar discussion in an article by Mr· Powers who 
gives perhaps e. mora general and basic rationale for caseworkers using 
the medium of the group in reaching people. He justifies the caseworker's 
role with the group in a way that is commensurate with the caseworker• s 
basic knowledge and understanding of human behavior. 
Finding ways and means of using the caseworker's knowledge of 
individual behavior and human relationships on the broader basis 
of group education is no simple task. Although we are constantly 
aware of the fact that we are not ambidexterous persons equally 
skilled in work with individuals in a casework setting as wall as 
with groups on an educational basis, perhaps far more important is 
our belief and realization that, for effective functioning, both 
arms draw on the same arterial flow of basic knowledge and under-
standing of human behavior.4 
These discussions have some merit, without a doubt, but the writer 
feels that endless preoccupation with such arguments can lead one to 
3 Marguerite s. Meyer and Edward J. Power, "The Family Casework-
er's Contribution to Parents Education through the Medium of the Dis-
cussion Group",(TB@ AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ORTHOPSYCHIATRY, Vol, XXIII, No.3, 
July, 1953. .t.<· 
a Group 11 , 1 THE GROUP) VoL '';-J c 
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become bogged down on issues that are not contiguous to a somewhat unique 
position of Family Life Education discussion groups. If one accepts the 
premise that groups of this type have a certain uniqueness determined by 
the wide variances in ways they came into existence, the purposes they 
hope to serve, and the way they attempt to accomplish these purposes, 
then it seems only logical and correct to assess these through the same 
means that they have come to their present position and character. It 
't is therefore felt that to appraise Family Life disoussion groups by cri-
teria other than those atemming from its own development would be falla-
cious. 
The early antecedents of the discussion groups of Family Life Edu• 
cation lies in the long-standing practice of making speeches to various 
groups in the co~ity by staff membera. This led to the forlll8.tion of 
a staff committee in 1947 on Family Life Education to meet the growing 
need for this service. Ali the security of the caseworker increased, the 
lecture type approach diminished and the caseworker found himaelf in the 
position of a discussion leader. 
We began where we were, that is, with our apprehension and 
questioning. We had to handle our own resistance to embarking 
on a new program and face our fears of making speeches. We thought 
through our concern about what we had to offer and discarded some 
of our original ideas about giving intellectual lessons. We gave 
up on an effort to read all of the books and to impart theory. 
Finally we came to see that as caseworkers it was o\U: ability to 
relate that was our greatest offering--this, accompanied by our 
knowledge of behavior and our wish to help. Too, we were wonder-
ing if there weren•t some direct parallel between casework prooess 
as we know it and what we could do with a group. From further 
experienoes and evaluation of it we came to see that much more 
oould be accomplished in smaller groups in which discussion followed 
the speech where it was possible to become aware of what the indi-
12 
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viduals wanted and to meet the feelings at least superficially. 
This led to the next atep1 the consideration of series of meetings. 
We still clung to the lecture as the first part of the meeting! 
this, in retrospect, was for our own security. While these lectures 
had the disadvantages of the single talks we had ample evidence 
that with the opportunity to meet with the groups in discussion more 
than once, there came more meaningful participation and deepening 
understanding. The importance of the discussion leader to the group 
became apparent. Once we had reached the stage of facing what we 
as discussion leaders meant to the group, we recogni&ed the need 
for training, for fuller understanding of how to work in this way.6 
First steps in training was through a seminar held by Dr. Elvin B· 
Semrad, Superintendent of the Boston State Hospital. Miss Marguerite s. 
Meyer and Mr· Edward J. Power attended this seminar. "In this both began 
,, to realize the true potential of the group and to gain understanding of 
,. 
,: the points of contrast· and similarity between work with individuals and 
i 
1: groups, to define the role of the leader and to become familiar with 
:j 
:i 
' 
' 
techniques and methods.n6 
It is of the utmost L~portance that in describing the beginning 
of this program to note that this entire program was undertaken by the 
agency with identical perspective by its founders as there was for the 
development of any other function of the agency. It can not be thought 
of as an "extra added feature" to the agency function but as an under-
taking with equal depth and scientific integrity as the agency itself. 
Evidence that the Family Life Education is truly an integral part 
of the agency function csn be seen in the way Miss Marguerite Meyer and 
Mr. Edward Power went about developing the program. Miss Meyer was at 
6 Meyer and Power, ~· cit. 
6 Ibid. 
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that time Director of Casework of the agency and Mr. Power Assistant to 
the Executive Director of the agency. Mro Power as Assistant to the Ex-
ecutive took it upon himself to train himself and bring this back to the 
agency. Miss Meyer in a way consistent with her position of Director of 
casework of the agency acted aa consultant to Mr. Power in the beginning 
and to interested members of the agency later. In this it can be seen 
that the program was undertaken and developed in the natural function of 
the agency which among other things gives it equal assets as any other 
department of the program. 
As time progressed attendance in the seminar groups became larger 
and one thing became apparent as a result of the seminar groups, that 
is, that one of the most useful explanations of how the groups and the 
role of the leaders were conceived emerges from the experiences of case-
workers in these seminar training groups. In the very mileau that the 
caseworkers were training came realization and conviction of what was 
involved in being in a group and in their quest for learning concomi-
tantly came a subtle but profound definition of purpose for the groups, 
that is, of providing a learning experience for its members. 
Through participation in the seminar on group interaction we 
were given first hand opportunity in learning about the emotion-
al process that develops between the leader and members and between 
the members themselves. To our chagrin but to our learning, the 
feelings of fear, hostility and resistance we had in this exper-
ience helped us in understanding something of what goes on in the 
undercurrents of a beginning group relationship, and what it means 
to be a member of a groupo Through the long, slow process of our 
getting together to work, the steadfastness of our leader, his 
understanding and skillful direction gave demonstration of what 
the leader•s role is in bringing about the melding and the work-
ing of the group. It was in the process of examining what happened 
14 
in our groups and most of ell looking at our feelings and reactions 
to the members that we came to the realization that the principles 
and concepts of casework apply just as effectively in group leader-
ship.? 
Similar to this, the value of the leader in the learning process 
of the groups became apparent through the leader of the seminar group. 
Through identification with him (the seminar leader) we were en-
couraged to become more ready for the role of leader and able to 
give consideration to his ideas and adapt them for our use. Lastly 
we came to renewed knowledge of the principle that •we have to learn 
in our own way and by using our individual talents and capacities 
in the manner suitable to each of us•. Through this learning exper-
ience for ourselves we came to the appreciation of the casework 
principles which apply to learning.B 
In 1951 Dr. Christopher Standish conducted another seminar at the 
Family Servioe•s main office at 10 Derne Street, Boston. These seminars 
are still b sing held today in conducting the continuous task of perfect-
ing skills for sll caseworkers in training to become more skillful group 
leaders. There is casework and psychiatric consultation for leaders in 
which they can make particular use of the minutes from the sessions that 
they have held. 
As the program daveloped further there was more learning about 
what went into the discussion groups and accordingly changes were made 
in the light of this learning. 
With experience we have increased the number of meetings because 
in early series of 4 to 6 sessions we found that groups were dis-
banding just at the point when they were starting to become a group 
and free to participate. !he majority of our groups are associated 
7 Mae T. Mooney, "The caseworker sa A Group Leader in Family Life 
Education•, P• 4-5. 
8 Ibid• P• 5o 
-- ·~--::::::-. 
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with larger, natural groups. In a few instances, groups have been 
specifically formea for the purpose of aisoussion. We have found 
that this type is usually much slower in entering into meaningful 
participation. The group is limited to 12 members which seems to 
be the maximum number to permit full partioipation.9 
In addition to the seminars a staff committee functions continu-
ally to evaluate the activities and to study questions as they arise. An 
example of such questions that might arise is that of fees and recording. 
There has also been study to indicate the frequency and range of 
the program. 
From 1948 to 1954, 37 discussion series were conducted: 27 with 
mothers• groups affiliated with churches, settlement houses, Parent-
Teacher Associations, schools and nurseries; 6 for teen agars and 
young adults in settlements, churches and schools; 3 for groups of 
women interested in preparing to become Big Sisters. A special 
series was provided for a group of elementary school teachers on 
their everyday concerns about children in grades 1 to 6.10 
It is hoped that it oan now be seen that the discussion groups of 
Family Life Education are largely a product of the agency's experiences 
from its very beginning that was characterized by diffuseness in purpose 
and value to its present position of well-defined goals, a helping 
discipline of stature and demonstrated worth. 
The subject of this study is concerned with one of the many groups 
offered by Family Life Education of Greater Boston Family Service Assc-
ciaticn. In the spring of 1956 Dr. Leo Lieberman, head of Suffolk Uni-
versi ty Guidance department, with the cooperation of Family Service 
offered a group of failing students group counseling to be done by case-
worl<B rs from our staff. It was the personal conviction of Dr. Lieberman 
1-~M 
9 !!!_• .::!!• P• 623. 
10 Ibid, P• 625. 
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that gave impetus to setting up of three groups of male students who were 
1" failing academically. Dr• Lieberman felt that there was a real possibil-
ity of academic improvement if the students could take a look at a number 
of difficulties in their personal adjustment that might affect their 
school performance. 
As a counseling psychologist at a small urban university, it has 
been DW impression that the kind of anxiety experienced by students 
had a bearing on their ability to apply themselves to their books, 
to comprehend what they read, and to express their derived knowledge. 
When a student manifested feelings of insecurity, inadequacy, or 
isolation, it seemed that·the anxiety which generally accompanied 
his adjustive or problem-solving efforts was often disruptive and 
led to either frequent avoidance of studying, or inability to ade-
quately comprehend written material or going to pieces in examina-
tions, or all of these.ll 
A letter was sent to the failing students by Dr. Lieberman des-
cribing the program and his conviction that they might be helped. The 
letter read a 
Dear Student: 
I would like to extend an invitation to you to meet with me and 
some of the other students who are interested in increasing their 
ability to apply themselves better to studying, concentrate more 
efficiently, and to comprehend and remember textbook material more 
adequately. 
It has been DW experience as Guidance Director that definite gains 
in scholastic efficiency have been made by a student when he develops 
some understanding of himself and why he is unable to apply himself 
to his books or to comprehend and remember what he has read. 
In cooperation with the Family Service Association, the Guidance 
Department is planning to set up a group program to help you become 
a better student. The nature of the program is indicated by~s 
title "Getting Along Better in College".I2 
This letter was sent to students who were failing academically and 
11 Leo Lieberman, nwho Has Failed", 1956 (unpublished). 
12 Ibid. 
1'1 
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were on probation because or their poor school perrormance. or this group 
or eighty-seven, thirty-two, or about one-third, attended the group 
sessions one or more timea. For the purpose or this study the writer has 
chosen those students who are considered to have been in regular atten-
I 
:I dance. This is derined ror the purpose or this thesis as those students 
who attended one hal£ or more times of the total number of groups• meet-
ings. Seventeen students met the criteria for this study. Three of 
these seventeen students have indicated an unwillingness to participate 
in this study and two are no longer in school in Boston and are not 
accessible for interviews. This leaves a balance of twelve or the seven-
teen that met the criteria. They were all interviewed plus the leaders 
of each of the three groups, making a total of rifteen interviews which 
constitutes the largest portion or the data in the next chapter. 
:t 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
The data presented in this chapter is based on private scheduled 
:: interviews of formsr leaders and members of the groups at Suffolk Uni-
.i 
ii 
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versity. There were three non-directive questions asked three leaders 
and former members of the groups. The three questions were essentially 
the same for the leaders and former members. 
The three questions asked the leaders weret 
Question I. 
Part 1. Do you feel that the groups• experiences• were helpful 
to members of the group? 
Part 2o What things were helpful in terms of' your role as a 
leader? 
Part 3. What things were helpf'ul through group interaction not 
including your role as a leader? 
Queation II 
Part 1. Were there any experiences of the groups that you saw as 
undesirable? If s~, what are these things? 
Part 2. Can you think of anything that might have been done to 
improve your group? If so, what are these things? 
Question III What did you do in the group? (What kinds of' things did 
you do in the groups?) Why did you do these things? 
The questions asked the students were, 
Question I 
Part 1. Do you feel that the group experiences were helpful to your 
* An operational definition was used to define "group experiences" in the 
interviews to mean "all impressions received in the group, verbal and 
non-verbal and direct or indirect"• 
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Part 2. Were the experiences helpful to you in terms of what the 
leader did? If so, what were these things that were 
helpful? 
Part 3. Was the group experience helpful in terms of what you 
got from other members of the group? If so, what was 
helpful? 
Question II 
Part 1. Were there anything(•) in the groups that you saw as 
undesirable? If so, what were these things? 
Part 2. can you think of anything that could have been done to 
improve your group? 
Question III What did the leader do in the group (what kinds of things 
did he do?) Why do you think he did what he did? 
It can be seen that the first question has three parts to itr the 
second question two parts, and the third question one part, Accordingly 
the data will be presented in terms of the responses given to each part 
of the questions. 
THE DATA 
Leaders• Responses 
Question I 
Part lo Do you feel that the groups• experiences were helpful to 
members of the group? 
All of the three leaders responded without hesitation that they 
thought the groups were helpful to ita members, 
Part 2, What things were helpful to the members in terms of your 
role as leader of the group? 
one leader stated that he oould see various members of the group 
identify with him in their views that seemed to change in the direction 
to whioh the group was being guided by him, .Another leader said that he 
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handled himself' in the groups in such a w~ that allowed fer a sharing of 
his identity to receptive members of the groups. Another leader said that 
he believed his presence alone lent itself to identification because of 
his role as leader. The three leaders also said that they thought they 
represented a different type of authority figure for the members. one 
said that his actions in the group was different to what some of the 
members had known in an authority in school or at home in that he was 
permissive and non-authoritarian in a sense. Another leader said that 
by his being non-critical he aroused interest in the members because of 
the novel aspect of an experience like this for some of the members. A 
third leader said that he believed that the members of the groups expect-
ed a leader that would tell them what to do and his not doing this pro-
vided them with a new slant on what they can expect from an authoritar-
ian figure. TWo leaders also responded that their being "non-critical" 
alone was of help to the groups. 
Part 3. What things were helpful through group interaction, not 
including your role as a leader? 
All three of the leaders felt that the members of the groups iden-
tified with each other which was helpful. one leader said that some 
members could see themselves in relation to others who had similar prob-
lems and at the same time allowed them to achieve a sense of individu-
ality in themselves by seeing thoae portions of the problems that were 
not the same as theirs. Another leader said that there was identifioa-
tion although there was a mixture of feeling concerning problems of 
members of the groups and as the groups were coming to a close there was 
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of the fact that they were attempting to solve a more general problem 
concerned with personal adjustment. A third leader said that the members 
of the groups identified with each other and that this was especially 
helpful, in that they could often see that their problems were not unique 
and that others had problems of equal and sometimes more severity. 
TWO leaders said that the members could express themselves more 
freely merely because there were others present which apparently reduced 
the pressure of speaking sometimes. 
TWo leaders responded that the students were able to participate 
more comfortably by all humorously referring to the groups as the "Mickey 
Mouse Club" at the beginning until they felt mere comfortable. (The term 
"Mickey Mouse Club" was a term of slang that went around the school to 
indicate those who were mentally slow and had to come to the groups for 
help in this slowness. The members of the groups used this term super-
ficially in a humorous manner when they heard of its use by non-partici-
pants of the groups.) One of the leaders who mentioned its use in his 
groups said that he igaored any reference to the term in his groups and 
made it a point not to be affected by the term as they used it or anyone 
else who reportedly used it. This leader also said that he believed that 
by his ignoring this term the group got the feeling that it was really 
not of importance and soon stopped using it altogether. 
Queationii 
··~~"--
Part 1. Were there any experiences of the groups that you saw as 
undesirable? If so, what are these thing(s)? 
TWo of the three leaders responded "Yes" with a thim leader rea-
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pending "No"• 
one of the leaders responded that the only thing he saw as really 
undesirable in his groups was the presence of one member who "did not 
feel free enough at any time to participate"• The leader did not try to 
attribute his non-participation to any one thing, but did say that he 
felt it was a valid assumption that if there was never any participation 
on the part of one member of the group when everynne else was partiai• 
pating, it would be safe to speculate that the members was inhibited for 
some reason. The leader also said that he had real question if this 
particular boy was ready for a group of this type because there was ob-
viously something threatening about it for him. on the other hand the 
leader feels that this member must have drawn some positives from coming 
to the groups sessions, for his attendance was perfect through the ten 
week duration of the group. A remarkable and interesting item in the 
behavior of this member was reported by the leader who said that at no 
time did this member fail to sit next to the leader throughout the ten 
weeks. The leader thought that it was also interesting that at no time 
did any member of the groups come in and sit in the seat that this member 
always sat in, although there was constant shifting in seating from week 
to week. 
The other leader who saw ao11111thing aa undesirable in his group 
said that his group suffered with a problem somewhat the reverse of the 
one previously mentionedJ that is, he had a member in his groups who was 
over-active in participation in the group. The leader described this 
. :r~ -.- •. 
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member of his group ao "too sick" for this particular group. This member 
was in the habit of taking the lead in the discussion, trying to elimin-
ate anything that he did not want to talk about. This led the leader to 
become active to the effect of asking this member to hold some of his 
points until some other opinions were expressed. Due to the personality 
maladjustment of this memb~r he not only tried to have complete control 
of the group•s discussion but said things that were bizarre in taste and 
reflected more serious conflicts than was typical of the conflicts of 
the other group members. This eventually led other group members to 
become antagonistic and generally hostile to his comments to the extent 
that a considerable portion of the leader's efforts had to be devoted 
to protecting this member from the growing "defense stripping" type of 
attacks. on him by the other members. 
Part 2. Can you think of anything that might have been done to 
improve your group? If so, what are these things? 
All of the leaders stated that they could think of some things 
that would improve their groups. TWO leaders tho~ght that if the groups 
were held over a longer period of time this would give sufficient time 
for firm relationships to become established. Both of these leaders 
felt that a period from the beginning of the school year in September 
to June would be a better length of time to have the groups meet. one 
of these leaders felt that his group was just beginning to gain desirable 
momentum when the school year was closing. 
TWo leaders felt that each member should undergo some preliminary 
screening prior to their coming into the groups in order to ascertain 
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their suitability for that particular group. 
TWo leaders also responded that there should not be even a sug-
gestion from the school that they come to the groups. While the groups 
were voluntary, the leaders felt that the school~pected them to come. 
one leader said that too much time was spent in the group overcoming 
anxieties as to what their coming or not coming meant to the school, des-
pite the fact that the school was not to know officially of the character 
of their participation. 
Another leader said that one student actually felt that if there 
was a question of as tudent passing in a particular course, their attend-
ance in the group may determine whether they pass the course or not be-
cause their attending would indicate a certain amount of effort and their 
not attending the group may indicate a lack of interest or effort in 
doing poor work. 
one leader felt that the members of the groups should pay a small 
fee in line with the thinking that clients feel they are getting some-
thing and like to pay for it. 
one leader responded that he felt his groups could have been im-
proved if he (the leader) were more skilled in group leadership to sus-
tain a larger number of members in the group over a long period of time. 
He feels that lack of attendance in groups is often a reflection of the 
leader not being able to handle the group in such a way that attendance 
will be high. 
Question III 
What did you do in the Groupt (What kinds of things did you do 
in the groups?) Why did you do these things? 
TWo responses were that they repeatedly summarized what was going 
on in the process of the group interaction in order to give meaningful 
focus and direction to the group. One leader said that his summarizing 
was in his opinion helpful to his group because of the nature of their 
problem, that is, there was some concern on the group•s part as to their 
mental ability. Due to this fact, the leader believed that his summar-
izing what they had said at appropriate points served to demonstrate to 
them that what they said had real substance and was capable of being sum-
marized in an orderly fashion. Summarizing to this leader had the added 
advantage of reassurance. 
One leader said that one of the main things that he did in the 
group was to constantly relate to what the members meant by their remarks 
rather than relating to what they literally said, The leader said that 
very often the members of the groups were not able to come out and say 
exactly what they meant all the time because some of their ideas ware 
sensitive to them and close to other problems they were not willing to 
make apparent at that time. Due to this the leader saw it as his job to 
eater to as much of the feeling that he saw in -what was said as possible, 
One response was that the leader saw as his primary task the en-
couraging of transference from the members onto him in order that he could 
attempt to resolve the presented problems with the help of the group, 
Another response was that the leader saw it was very important to 
> 
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keep the members thinking about themselves. This is very similar to what 
another leader said that he constantly encouraged the members of the 
group to "take a look at themselves". Both leaders felt that if the 
focus was on encouraging these members to look at themselves this would 
serve to a large extent to minimize projection of their difficulties onto 
the school and home situations. It was also noted by all of the leaders 
that one could see gross projections of difficulties onto the school and 
home situation in the early phases of the groups. This seemed to dimin-
ish as time went on and the members felt comfortable to look at their 
responsibility for some of their actions and attitudes. 
Students• Responses 
Question I 
Part 1. Do you feel that the group experiences were helpful to 
you? 
Eleven of the twelve students said that they thought that the 
group was helpful to them. One student said that the groups were not 
helpful to him b eoause he expected a more objective approach to diffioul-
ties the students were having. He continued that he thought that the 
group would try to find out what ita members aptitudes were by the admin-
istering of tests. When he did not see this approach he was disappointed. 
He said that he attended the groups aa much as he did in the hope that 
what he expected would be provided. He attended the group for four 
sessions. During this time that he attended the group he said that he 
received a warning from the veteran's Administration to the effect that 
his next semester's work would have to improve or the amernment would 
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have to withdraw support of the G.I. Bill that he was going to school on. 
He said that this warning did more to give him the "push" to improve in 
his subjects than anything else. 
Part 2. Were the experiences helpful to you in terms of what the 
leader did? If so, what were these things that were 
helpful T 
Ten of the twelve students interviewed said that the groups were 
helpful to them in terms of what the leader did. TWo students said the 
group was not helpful to them in terms of what the leader dido one of 
these two who said the leader was not helpful includes the one student 
mentioned above who felt that the entire groups• experience did not help 
him. 
Eight students responded that the leader was helpful because he 
allowed them to talk about what they wanted to without criticism. one 
student said ''We could talk about anything from sex to communism"• 
.Another said, "I had the feeling I could S&¥ what I wanted. and the leader 
would not swoop down on me no matter what I had on my mind." Another 
said, "You could cut loose at the school or anything just as much as you 
wanted to". Another said, "There was quite a bit of knocking of the 
profs - the leader did not seem to care•. Still another said, "He (the 
leader) let you say what you had on your mind without forcing his ideas 
down your throat.• Three others said that the leader was helpful simply 
because "you could say anything you wanted to•. 
Seven students responded that the leader was helpful because he 
enabled them to see their problems by directing just enough to keep the 
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subject before the group in order to eventually come to a conclusion. one 
student stated• "The leader let free discussion flow unless it looked as 
though we were going off the deep end"• Another student stated• "the 
leader kept his personal opinion out of the discussion•. This. he be-
lieved. allowed them to s~ what was on their minds without being affect-
ed by what the leader thought. one student said that the leader gave 
just enough direction to the group to keep reasonable focus on the prob-
lems of the group. This member felt that this eventually led him "to 
come to terms with the faot that I had a problem" which this student 
denied having prior to coming into the groups. Another student felt that 
the leader was helpful in not allowing one individual to dominate the 
entire group• a discussion which allowed everyone to express their feel-
ings. Another student felt that the leader was helpful "indirectly by 
giving frank opinions after the discussion had come to a climax"• This 
frank opinion seemed to be very similar to the conclusions the group had 
come to "through his guidance"• Somewhat similar to the preceding comment 
one student commented that he believed that the leader had in his mind 
preconceived goals that he guided the group to achieve in their minds. 
Another student stated that the leader was helpful by being "evasive" on 
certain point when he was asked directly. He thought this was helpful 
because if he gave his opinion it would retard freedom of expression of 
anything that might not be consistent with what the leader thought. 
Five students felt that the leader helped them to express them-
selves through his pereonality which was warm and receptive. one student 
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commented that his leader was "an awfully nice person that made me feel 
free to talk". Another commented that the leader "had a personality that 
was warm and understanding" which made him feel free to express anything. 
Another student commented that his leader was "a nice guy who seemed like 
he was interested in us". Still another commented that the leader "stroke 
me as a pretty regular person", which helped the group feel at ease dur-
ing the sessions. 
one student was quite hostile toward the leader when he said that 
he felt that the leader was of no help because "he just seemed to drag 
along giving no direction to the group". This student also said that the 
leader would not give his opinion about anything and made him w:mder what 
he was there for. 
one student who said the group was of no help to him said that the 
leader fai]ed to teach things about study habits or give any meaningful 
direction to the group. He also said that he could not see that the 
group was going in any particular direction which made him feel that the 
group was "just a bull session". 
Part 3. Was the group experience helpful in terms of what you got 
from other members of the group? If so, what was help-
ful? 
Eleven out of twelve students stated that they were helped in 
terms of what they experienced through other members of the group. one 
student said that "I saw a lot of problems that were associated with mine 
which helped me in solving mine". Another student replied that he got 
the feeling that "I was not the only one in the world with a problem". 
:so 
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This made him £eel that his problem was not as serious as he onoe thought 
it was. Another student said that he £elt support £rom members o£ the 
groups when he complained o£ some school condition that he objected to. 
one student said that he could more readily aooept his problem when he 
saw others with similar problems. Another student said that his problem 
which was "primarily £inancial" did not seem as serious to him when he 
heard o£ more serious problems in the group. One student said that "when 
he heard how tough some o£ the guys were having it in the group" it made 
him £eel that there was no exouee £or his not doing better because his 
problem was less. Another student said that he learned to understand his 
relationship to his £amily better through hearing other students talk 
about their dit£ieulties. Another student said "I didn't know how lucky 
I was until I heard the other problems in the group". 
Six students responded that the group members were help£ul to them 
in that they oould accept the £aot that they had problems easier when 
there were others who sympathized with them when they presented their 
problems. One student said, "I £elt that we were in the same boat about 
a lot o£ things" and so was able to speak o£ things which distressed him. 
one student said that he £elt he oould count on the group• s support £or 
most things that he brought up. Another student said that "The group 
tried to help you with your problem" which he thought was help£ul. Ano-
ther student said, "I felt the group was with me and added what they 
thought to what I had to say". Another student said, "group understand-
ing o£ his problem meant a lot•, although his problem was di££erent £rom 
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most of thos presentsd. Another student also said that "it made you feel 
better about talking when you felt the group was interested and under-
stood your problem." 
Question II 
Part 1. Were there anything(s) in the group that you saw as un-
desirable? If so, what were these things? 
Five of the students said they saw some things in the group as 
undesirable. Seven said that they did not see anything in the groups as 
undesirable. 
Of the five students who said they saw something undesirable in 
the groups, two of them said that some steps should be taken to screen 
members of motivation. One student said that "there were a couple of 
•dead heads• in the group who said hardly nothing". This made him feel 
that perhaps these students should not have been in the group if they 
were not going to participate. 
TWo other students stated that the school should not even suggest 
their coming to the group because members could not feel absolutely 
certain that there was not an expectation from the school that they at-
tend. One student said that he thought for some time his attendance or 
lack of attendance could be the difference in a professor judging whether 
he should or should not pass a course if he were doing poor work. Another 
student stated that he felt for some time in the group that the school 
"had some w~ of checking" to see who came to the group meetings. 
One student said that he felt that "there was too much crying 
about minor problema" which made him feel this was undesirable because he 
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felt that more time could have been spent on his problems that he felt 
were more serious than most of those in his group. 
Part 2. Can you think of anything that could have been done to 
improve your group? 
All of the students replied"yes" to this question. Six of the 
students felt that the leader could have given more direction to the 
group. one student said that "the groups were losing sight of where they 
were going sometimes" and felt that the leader could have remedied this 
by more direction. Another student said that he felt "the leader could 
have given a little more of his opinion" on some issues. Another student 
who said that he got nothing beneficial from the leader said "you could 
not pin him down on a thing to get his opinion•. Another student said 
that he oould not see that the leader-served any purpose because the 
group seemed like a "bull session" without direction. {This is the same 
student who thought. he did not get anything from the group). TWo other 
members of the groups simply said "the groups could have had more direc-
tion" from the leader. 
five students said that they thought the group sessions could have 
been held throughout the entire year. from September to June. One 
student said that "it seemed that we were just getting started good when 
they had to leave school". {The writer in each of these five oases where 
students said the sessions could have been over a longer period asked the 
students how long they thought the sessions could have been held. In 
each case they replied from September to June). Another student empha-
sized how it took some time for them to get accustomed to the members in 
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the group. Another member of the group said that "the groups were a good 
idea but to start them in the spring was too late". One student said 
that "there was not enough time to get to the core of our problems•. 
Another student said that there was not enough time for the groups to 
meet, partiaularly as mid-term and final examination time came near. 
Three students stated that they felt the group could have been 
improved by more time in the group being spent on perfecting of study 
habits. One student aaid that there was very little time spent in the 
group discussing study habita and no one seemed to be particularly well-
informed as to what was good study habits. Another student said that it 
may improve the group if some of the aesaions were solely devoted to 
teaching of study habits by the leader. Another student said that he was 
"disappointed at the beginning" because there was no time spent learning 
study habits that were good. 
one student thought the group could be improved if a battery of 
testa were given to ascertain the weaknesses and strengths of each member 
so that the leader could work from his as a basis for helping them to 
improve aoademioally. 
one student thought that a female leader might have been better 
because he believed that some of the members might have responded better 
to a women. This also would probably increase attendance for some of 
those who dropped out. 
ana student thought that it would have been better if eaoh session 
were one and a half hours long instead of an hour because the group often 
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did not get started on real issues until the end or the hour. 
Qne student relt that the groups could have been held on alternate 
weeks because "this was enough time for steam to be built up and let back 
out again". Exploration of this answer indicated that this rormer member 
saw the group as a medium by which he erfeoted a catharsis. 
Question III 
What did the leader do in the group (what kinds or things did he 
do)? Why do you think he did what he did? 
Nine or the students responded that the leader encouraged discus-
sion in order to get as many members of the groups to participate as 
possible. one student said that ~hen things died down the leader would 
throw in more topics to keep the discussion going". Another student said 
that "The leader kept opening things up ror discussion as we went along"• 
Another student said the leader "made leading statements that led to dis-
cussion". Another student said that he thought that the leader had prev-
iously "prepared questions to ask the group in order to keep the discus-
sion moving". Another student said that, "When things got slow in the 
discusaion the leader would make aubtle suggestions in order to pick up 
the discussion and to guide the group"• Another student said that the 
leader "gave the group a little push whenever the discussion lagged"• 
Three other students simply said that the leader did all he could to en-
courage discussion. 
Six students said that the leader prevented the discussion rrom 
going too far out on tangents to assure meaningful discussion ror all of 
the members. One student said that the leader "tactfully controlled di· 
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gression in order to keep the subject at hand before us". Another student 
said "the leader didn't let things go haywire in the discussion so that 
something could be accomplished"• Another student said that "when things 
went too far off of the subject the leader would bring things back to the 
subject•. TWo students said, "The leader made sure that the group would 
not turn into a bull session by keeping an aim in mind"• Another student 
said that the leader did not let the discussion go out on left field and 
when he saw the discussion "getting out of hand" he would pull the dis-
· oussion back to more meaningful goals. 
Five students felt that the leader conducted the discussion in such 
a w~ as to allow the group to come to a desirable conclusion on their 
own. One student said "It takes a shrewd 'son of a gun• to let you come 
to something on your own, but he did it.• An interesting remark by this 
student after he said this was that he was not aware of this technique of 
the leader when he was in the group but it seemed to "dawn on him" after 
he had been in individual casework treatment with the leader after his 
participation in the group. Another student stated that the leader 
' 
"enabled the members to come to some solution on their own - with a oer-
tain amount of direction"• Another atudant stated that the leader "had 
a BWiterious way of allowing members of the group to come to conclusions 
on their own ••• I osn•t quite put BW finger on what he did to bring this 
about". Another student said that "the leader guided us until we came to 
a sound conclusion on our own". Another student said, "the leader knew 
how to keep his opinion out of what we were s~ing, but yet knew how to 
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guide us to a good conclusion"• 
Four students said thattbe leader made suggestions end asked 
questions of the group to keep the discussion going and to give direction 
to the groupo one student aaid that the leader "asked very often •what 
do you think of thia or that• in order to make for discussion". Another 
student said that the leader "asked a number of questions about anything 
that was going on in order to get the moat out of the groups opinions"• 
Another student said that the leader "suggested different viewpoints on 
subjects to give the discussion a •shot in the arm•." Another student 
said that the leader "made remarks to clear up confusing points in the 
group". 
one student said that the leader •uted as an impartial moderator" 
in the group sessions emphasizing that the leader at no time seemed to 
"take sides" in controversial discussion. 
one student said that the leader made certain that one or two 
member• of the groups did not ci.omine.te the discussion"• 
one student said that the leader "had no apparent function". This 
member was also the student who felt that the group did not help him. 
FolloWing theae details d response& is a summary of responses and 
percentages of total responses that fall in the same category. 
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Question I Leaders 
DO YOU FEEL THAT THE GROUP EXPERIENCES WERE HELPFUL TO MEMBERS OF THE 
GROUP? 
Of total 
responses 
60% 
40% 
Affirmative - Three {100%} 
Negative - Nolle 
Part 1. WHAT THINGS WERE HELPFUL IN TERMS OF YOUR ROLE AS LEADER? 
Three A. The group iQentified with the leader. 
Leaders 
Responded B• Provided different experiences with authority 
figure. 
TWG 
Leaders c. The leaders were no11.-cri tioal in attitude toward 
Responded the group. 
Part 2. WHAT THINGS WERE HELPFUL THROUGH GROUP INTERACTION NOT 
-- INCLUDING THE LEADERS? 
Three 
Leaders 
Res poDded 
A. The individuals identified with other members of 
the group and their problems. 
28.5% TWo B. Members felt safe in expressing themselves because 
of presence of other members. Leader a 
Respo11.ded 
28.5% Two 
Leaders 
Responded 
c. The students were able to participate more comfor-
tably by all humorously referring to the group 
aa the "Mickey Mouse Club" at the beginning until 
they felt more comfortable. 
Questioll II Leaders 
Part 1. WERE THERE ANY EXPERIENCES OF THE GROUP THAT YOU SAW AS 
--- UNDESIRABLE? 
Affirmative - Two (67%} 
Negative -one 
IF SO WHAT ARE THESE THING(S) 
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One 
Leader 
Responded 
One 
Leader 
Responded 
Ao One member of the group did not feel free enough 
to participate verbally, which impeded feeling 
of the group solidarity. 
B. One member of the group was "too sick for the 
group". This member went off on tangents that 
were time-consuming, unrealistic and encouraged 
group antagonism towards him. 
Part 2. CAN YOU THINK OF ANYTHING THAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN DONE TO 
IMPROVE YOUR GROUP! 
Affirmative - Three {100%) 
Negative - None 
IF SO WHAT ARE THESE THING(S) 
33 1/3% Two 
Leaders 
Responded 
A• The group should be held over a longer period of 
time throughout the year--throughout the school 
year from September to June. 
33 1/S% Two 
Leaders 
Responded 
B. Participating members should be screened to ascer-
tain desirable degree of motivation and for 
suitability of problem for the group. 
33 1/3% Two 
Leaders 
Responded 
c. Suggestion for participation in the group shoWd 
not come from the school to minimize element of 
pressure. 
60% One Leader A· Members of the group should have paid a nominal 
Responded fee. 
One Leader B. 
Responded 
Question II I 
If the leader himself could develop further skills 
of sustaining larger numbers of members in 
attendance this would have improved his group. 
Leaders 
WHAT DID YOU DO IN THE GROUP? (WHAT KINDS OF THINGS DID YOU 
DO IN THE GROUP?) 
33 l/3% Two Leaders Ao 
Responded 
Summarized to keep focus and allow members to see 
what they were saying had substance. 
16.6% One Leader B. 
Responded 
Attempted to relate to what the group 
than what they ware literally saying 
help them. 
felt rather 
in order to 
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16.6% One Leader c. 
Responded 
One Leader D. 
Responded 
One Leader Eo 
Responded 
Createa a olimate for transference in order to 
help them deal with their conflicts that are in 
real life situations. 
Stimulate diaoussion to keep members thinking 
about themselves, 
Encouraged them to take a look at themselves and 
to reduce projections of difficulties onto the 
school. 
Question 1 Students 
DO YOU FEEL THAT THE GROUP EXPERIENCES WERE HELPFUL TO YOU? 
Of the group interviewedt 
Affirmative 
Negative 
11 
1 
(92%) 
( 8%) 
~ .!,• WERE THESE EXPERIENCES HELPFUL TO YOU IN, TERMS OF WHAT 
THE LEADERS DID! 
Of the group interviowedt 
Affirmative 10 
Negative 2 
(83%) 
(11%) 
IF SO WHAT WERE THESE THINGS THAT WERE HELPFUL? 
Of the total of 22 responsesa 
8 Students 
or 36% 
responded 
The leaders allowed the group members to talk about what they· 
wanted to without critioiam. A typical response was ~e 
could talk about anything from sex to communism" • 
7 Students 
or 32% 
responded 
5 students 
or 23% 
responded. 
1 Student 
or 4.5% 
responded 
!he leader helped tho members to see their problems by dir• 
eoting just enough to keep the subjeot before them and to 
eventually come to some oonolusion. 
The leader helped the group to express themselves through his 
personality which was warm and receptive. 
The leader was of no help beoause he gave no direction or 
opinion to the group. 
1 Student 
or 4.5f, 
responded 
-=__:___· 
He expected the leader to teaoh things about study habits 
and saw the group as merely a "bull session"• 
Part 2. WAS THE GROUP EXPERIENCE HELPFUL IN TERMS OF WHAT YOU 
--
9 Students 
or 56% 
responded 
6 students 
or 38% 
responded 
1 Student 
or 6% 
responded 
GOT FROM OTHER MEMBERS OF THE GROUP? 
Of the group interviewed: 
Affirmative 11 
Negative 1 
{92%) 
( 8%) 
IF SO WHAT WAS HELPFUL? 
Of total number of responses1 
It made them see that they were not the only ones with prob• 
lems when other members of the group shared their problema. 
Five of the above students stated that in addition to feeling 
that they were not the only ones with problema, it made their 
problems seem not so large when they heard some of the others 
that they thought were more serious. 
That they could aocept the fact that they had problems eas-
ier when there were others who sympathized with them when 
they presented their problems. 
Group members were of no help beoause they seem to carry on 
a bull session with no direction. 
Question II Studentl 
Part 1. WERE THERE ANYTHINGS IN THE GROUP THAT YOU SAW AS UNDE-
SIRABLE? 
2 Studanta 
or 40% 
responded 
Of the group interviewed: 
Affirmative 5 
Negative 1 
(42%) 
(58%) 
IF SO WHAT WERE THESE THINGS? 
Of total responsesc 
students should be screened for motivation, "there were a 
couple of deadheads who sat up end said nothing"• one stu• 
dent responded. 
-,.-=-=---=::-- .. 
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2 Students 
or 40% 
responded 
1 Student 
or 20% 
responded 
The sohool should not even suggest their coming to the group 
because members could not reel absolutely sure that there was 
not an expeotation rrom the school that they attend, although 
it was voluntary. 
There was "too muoh crying about minor problems•. 
:: 
Part 2. CAN YOU THINK OF ANYTHING THAT COULD HAVE BEEN DONE TO 
---
6 Students 
or 33% 
responded 
5 Studenta 
or 28% 
responded 
3 Students 
or 16% 
responded 
1 Student 
or 6% 
responded 
1 student 
or II% 
responded 
1 Student 
or 6% 
responded 
1 student 
or 6% 
responded 
IMPROVE YOUR GROUP? 
or the group interviewcl.z 
Affirmative 12 {100%) 
Negative None 
Of total responsesz 
The leaders could have given more direction to the groupo 
Groups could be held the sohool year from September to June. 
More time could be spent on perfeotion of study habits. 
Tests would be good te find out specific needs of each member~· 
A woman leader might attract more attendance. 
It would have been better 1r eaeh session were about l~ hours 1 
rather than 1 houro 
Groups should be held on alternate weeks; this is enough 
time for "steam to be built up and let out•. 
:r---
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question III Students 
WHAT DID THE LEADER DO IN THE GROUP AND WHY DO YOU THINK HE 
DID WHAT HE DID? 
or total reaponsesa 
9 Students 
or 33% 
responded 
6 students 
or 22% 
responded 
Encouraged diaouesion in order to get as many members as 
possible of the group to talk about their problema. 
Prevented discussion from going too far out on tangents to 
asaure 1111aningful discussion for all the members of the 
group. 
The leader conducted the disoua1ion in such a way as to 
:t 
5 students 
or 18% 
responded 
allow the group to come to a desirable conclusion on their 
own. A typical response was "It takes a shrewd •son of a 
gun 1 to let you come to something on your own, but he did it". 
4 Students 
or 15% 
responded 
l student 
or 4% 
responded 
l Student 
or 4% 
responded 
l student 
or 4% 
responded 
He made suggestions and asked questions of the group to keep 
the discussion going and to give direction to the group. 
The leader acted as an impartial moderator. 
He did not allow one or two members of the group to domin• 
ate the discussion. 
The leader had no apparent function. 
In order that the leaders• views and the former group members• 
views of the grou~ experience can be compared with what the ·agency hoped 
to accomplish by the groups, the writer has undertaken to present related 
excerpts from an artiole1 written by three ataff members of the agency 
1 Ruth DUnning, Earl s. MYers, Beatrice R. Simcox, "The Purpose 
of Family Life Education Discussion Groups", Greater Boston Family SerVice 
~soclatio~ 
_--:-:._-.:.;;_-:;::,.-.,--:-:_--:---_ --:--
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which atatea the agency's purpose of the discussion groups. 
one of the most significant points mads in the article is that 
the discussion groups provide a chance for individuals with rather homo-
genous problema to share their feelings and experiences in order to under-
stand and ultimately function more effeetively in their everyday lives. 
It is pointed out that 
"• •• the discussion method provides an opportunity for people 
with eommon problema such as child training, teen age difficulties, 
or getting along with othera, to voioe their concerns, share their 
experiences, and understand more clearly their own attitudes and 
feelings to the end that they may be able to handle more effectively 
the ordinary perplexities of life and to hopefully avoid more ser-
ious ones. 
The latter portion of the preceding statement having to do with avoiding 
more serious problema also represents a considerably large area that is 
hoped to be covered to some degree by these groups when appropriate. PreM 
vention sf more serious difficulties of individuals is always a legiti-
mate concern in dealing with hUman behavior and accordingly has been 
taken into full account in the development and in the actual practice of 
this program. 
Very important in the intent of the agency is that the members of 
the groups can learn ways of handling life situations by learning in the 
groups and taking from the group an attitude that will equip them in such 
a way that they can more effectively deal with difficulties when they 
arise by "taking a look" at the conditions of a diaturbing situation. 
The authors of the article of the agenoy•a stated purpose state "basical-
ly what we are trying to do through the JMdium of the group discussion is 
to enable a person to modify to some degree his approach to his life sit• 
-~- .. -~-~-
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uation. Essentially this means •taking a look• at what is going on when 
some difficulties arise." 
A considerable portion of the paper is devoted to a description of 
the role of the leader. The article first speaks of the general function 
of the leader in terms of his role of encouraging group interaction. It 
is indicated that~ere is a general subject which the groups agree upon 
and that is, the responsibility of the leader is, in very broad terms, 
to promote interaction". 
It is also stated in a more specific manner that the reader can 
through his handling and presence in the group produce a climate fertile 
for development of a number of positive identifications by the group mem~ 
bera with the leaders. The article states several important ways in 
which these identifications can take place. 
We believe that they {the group member•) learn through identifi~ 
oat ion with the leader. The very IB8ana whereby the leader promotes 
the climate of trust--through his non-critical attitude, his equal 
conoern for all, his handling of resistances to learning as they are 
expressed through their anxieties and take responsibilities for them~ 
selves~-are all ways in which poaitive identification can be made. 
The preceding excerpt& will be used in the next chapter in the 
analysis of the data for comparing the agency• s view of the group with 
that of the students and leaders. 
- -·---
. -----
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Consistent with the way that the data was presented, the analysis 
or it will be done in a similar mannerJ that is, in terms or the respon-
ses from the leaders snd students to a particular question or part of a 
question. 
In the first question, Part 1, it oan be seen that all of the 
leaders felt that the group was helpful to ita members. Eleven out of 
the twelve students interviewed, or 92%, felt that the groups were help-
ful to them. In determining what things were helpful to the members of 
the groups it is seen that the highest percentage of responses, 36%, from 
the students indicated that they liked the freedom of expression, without 
reprimand or criticism. In the leader•• response to what they thought 
was helpful to the members of the group it oan be seen that all of the 
leaders felt that the members were helped because the groups provided its 
members with different kind of authority figure. In the agency's stated 
purpose one of the major points in stating the role of the leader is that 
"• ••• the leader promotes the climate for trust through his non-oritioal 
attitude". All of the leaders stated that they felt that they believed 
the group was helped through identification with the leader. The students 
do not cite this as such as being a way in which they were helped. on 
the other hand, the writer feels that it would be naive to think that the 
members would state that they were helped by identification with the 
leader using the term identification. The writer, therefore, feels that 
this may have been stated when there were a number of statements to the 
-~ ----~- -- --~- -_----~ -.::-;:;;.------. -- ·:::::-·--:-::,.·..:-::o --------- ~ ~ ---
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effect that the leader waa "a nice guy •• •" "a regular person" who was 
easy to talk to, and also by statements that emphasized the leader kept 
his opinion out of the discussion until it was concluded for fear that 
~~~embers of the group would be influenced by them. The agency in stating 
its purpose of the discussion groups makes it quite c~ how it feels 
identification is important to the members of the group. 
We believe that they (the group members) learn through identifi-
cation with the leader. The very means whereby the leader promotes 
the climate of trust through his non-critical attitude, his equal 
concern for all, his handling of resiatanoea to learning as they are 
expressed through their anxieties end take responsibilities for them-
selves ••• are all w~s in which positive identification can be made. 
It seems worthy of note that the students thought that the leader'• 
personality as indicated by 23% of the total responses in describing how 
the leader was helpful. The personality as such has not been indicated 
as being a variable which determines how helpful the leader is. 
In Part 2of Question I there 1a a marked similarity in the type of 
response and the frequency of response to the question dealing with how 
group interaction was helpful to its members. All of the leaders felt 
that the members of the groups identified with other members of the group 
and their problems. The highest number of responses to this question by 
the students (56%) indicated that the students were helped by sharing of 
similar problema. 28.Q% of the student responses indicated that the 
sharing of problems with other members of the groups was helpful, and 38% 
of the leader responses indicated that this was helpful. 
In response to the second question which had to do with what any 
of the leaders or students saw as undesirable, one leader responded that 
he saw one member in his group who did not participate verbally as being 
undeairable. 40% of the student responses to this question indicated 
that they thought having someone in the group who did not participate as 
being undesirable and also linked this with a need for screeDing the 
msmbera for motivation. The other leader who said he saw something as 
undesirable in his group said that there was one member who disrupted the 
groupa because he was "too aiok for a group of this kind". An equal 
number of students who said that individuals who did not talk in the 
group were undesirable, also said that the element of pressure in the 
sohool suggesting that they oome to the groups should be eliminated. It 
should be noted that there is some possibility of overlapping in this 
part of the question with the aecond part of the question which has to do 
with suggestions for improvement of the groups. Under this section of 
the question 33% of the leaders• responses indicated that the suggestion 
for att8lldance should not 0ome from the school. ()Ile may speculate that 
the students felt more strongly about thia because they classified it as 
"undesirable" rather than responding to this under ways of improving the 
group. 
As just indicated, the aeoond portion of this question is concerned'. 
with what things the leaders and students feel would improve the groups. 
The highest number of responses to this section of the question from the 
students was 33%, which all suggested that the leader give more direction 
to the group. It seems worthy of comment that in interviewing the leader 
who had the highest attendance of all of the three groups, he said that 
he aooounted for his groups' high attendance to a large extent "because I 
believe I was more active than the other leaders - sometimes being active 
-::..-= ~-- ,-o_--=-' !: . -
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without theoretical justification for it, but I believe it made a differ-
ence." 28% of the student responses were to the effect that the groups 
should have been held from September to June in the school year and is 
almost the same as 33% or 2 of the 6 leader responses that said the 
groups should be held from September to June. 
In answer to the third question which had to do with what the 
leader's e.ctivity was in the group, the highest number of responses of 
the students 33%, we.s that the leader encouraged discussion in order to 
involve as many students as posaible. In the agency's statement of pur-
pose this is supported as valid when it says "there is a general subject 
which the group agrees upon, that is that the responsibility of the lead-
er, in very broad terms, is to promote interaction". Implied in the high-: 
eat number of responses of the leaders, 33%, as to how they see their role 
is the idee. of encouraging discuuion. In these responses the leader said 
that they summarized to keep focus in the discussion. In another response 
one leader said that part of his e.ctivi~ was "to stimulate discussion to 
keep members thinking about themselves". Another response of the leader 
was that he "encouraged the students to teke a look e.t themselves and to 
reduce projection of difficulties onto the school". The term "take a 
look"is identical to what the agency strongly emphasizes as one of the 
main purposes of the group. The statement of purpose states "Perhaps the 
most important aspect of the discussion as we see it is the encouragement 
it offers the individual •to teke a look' at what is going on when some 
difficulty arises"• 
17% or 5 of the students• responses to what the activity of the 
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suoh a Wfi¥ u to allow the group to oome to a desirable conclusion on 
their own. While the students seemed to be particularly impressed with 
this technique. none o£ the leaders mentioned it. The writer £eels that 
there is a good ohanoe that the leaders probably took this £or granted 
aa well as some o£ the other activities in the group as an inherent part 
o£ the casework method. 
It is £elt that the £oregoing analysis lends itsel£ to the £ormu• 
lation o£ some reasonably valid oonoluaions which appear in the next 
chapter. 
- -·:c·:r.::_-.,-;_---·--.,-.: ~---:::~=--::::=- ·-
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The original intent of this paper was to attempt to answer three 
questions: 
1. How do former members of the groups see the group compared to 
former leaders of these groups? 
2. How do the leaders see their groups in comparison to the agen-
oy•s stated purpose? 
3. How ao the former members see their groups in comparison to 
the agenoy•s stated purpose? 
Even at this stage of the development of this paper the writer 
feels that each of the above questions oan come closest to being answered 
by making a number of more definitive and limited conclusions before a 
general statement of conclusion can be made to attempt to answer the 
above questions posed for this study. 
lo The data olearly indicates that the leaders and the students 
feel that the groups were helpful to its members with only one exception 
in the case of one student. 
2. The students, the agency and the leaders agree that one of the 
major helping effects of the groups' experience is that of providing its 
members with a setting in which they oan learn and have a satisfying ex-
perience with an authori~ figure. 
3. The leaders and agency agree that identification with the 
leader by the group members is one of the primary means in which the 
group members learn. This does not mean that identification with the 
51 
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leader is not a valuable thing to the group members. It only means that 
they do not call it "identification•. There are evidences that the group 
members see identification with the leader aa important. 
4. Group members place a rather high premium on the individual 
personality of the leader which is expected due primarily to transfer-
enoe phenomena. 
s. The leaders and former group members are in agreement that 
sharing of experiences of group members ia helpful to the group in that 
it seems to suggest an element of universality to individual problems 
once thought unique by the group member. 
6. The leaders and group members agree that having individuals 
in a group who are non-verbal acts aa a deterrent. 
7. Group leaders and members of the groups feel that there should 
be no element of undue pressure, direct or indirect, for members to par-
ticipate in the group discussions. 
e. The la.rgestsingle suggestion for improvement from the students 
is that there be more active leadership by the discussion leader. There 
is some indication that there is substance to this suggestion by the one 
leader who had the largest attendance in the group discussions. On the 
other hand there is equal possibility that the lack of activity complained 
of by some of the members of the groups is merely a common form of resis-
tance, characteristic of some clients who want the leader to do all of 
the work for them. 
9. There is agreement between former members and leaders that the 
groups should meet over longer periods of time, preferably from September , 
10. The agency, the students end former members of the groups 
agree that the primary aotivi ty of the group is to encourage end stiDm• 
late discussion in the group. 
The writer would like to offer two more conclusions more general 
in nature than those above and are subject to the conditions of the can-
elusions above. 
1. There is a remarkable similarity between the views of the 
leaders, former members of the discussion groups and the agency's stated 
purpose. That is to saf, that the responses given by the students and 
leaders indicate in general that the way that the groups are seen by them 
end the agency is similar to the extent that one could assume that the 
purpose and raaonale of the groups i1 being communicated to all concerned. 
2. There is strong indication that the Family Life Education Dis-
cussion Groups can help individuals With personal problems in a group 
setting. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
:; 
In working With the data of this investigation there are a few 
areas that suggest investigation beyond the scope of this research. It 
is believed that if such study ia undertaken it might be helpful to future 
discussion group practice and will make this investigation more meaning• 
ful. 
These recommendations area 
1. That there be some description of the way the leaders of the 
groups conceptualize their knowledge of group dynamics in lay language 
so that when responses of leaders are studied and compared to the members 
~: . 
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of the groups they oan be more easily equated. one is not always sure 
that the responses given by leaders which are often technical can be 
compared With absolute accuracy to the 1&¥ responses of the members of 
the groups. 
2. That there be a long-range follow-up of the academic and soc-
ial achievement of the students in this study. The writer emphasizes 
long-range study because it is not uncommon for individuals to pass 
through phases of apparently remaining the same or getting worse when 
this may be part of a larger pattern of getting better in the more dis-
tent future. 
3. That the groups that are currently running throughout the 
school year be studied in a similar manner as these groups and the results 
oompared. 
4. That this type of study be duplicated With other groups of 
different problem areas and different settings to determine what the 
variables in results aa related to problems and settings. 
~Jd,IF7 
J.l~ 
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Dear Studenta 
APPENDIX I 
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY 
Founded 1906 
20 Demo Street 
Boston 14, Masaachusetts 
February 7, 1957 
lfro Lewis A. White of the Greater Boston Family Service 
Assoeiation ia conducting a study which deals with what students who 
have participated in the discussion groups last year conducted by the 
Family SerTice Asaociation and the Suffolk Guidance Department think 
of their experience. He would like for you to consent to give about 
15 minutes of your time in a private interview to answer four general 
question• concerning your opinion of the group. The study is not 
concerned with the specific peraonal problems of any one student. It 
is concerned with your view of the group experience. At no time will 
your name be used in the report of the study. 
The purpose of the study is to compare the views of the 
students on the group experience with the views of the Family Service 
Association in order to improve future discussion groups. Your 
consent to give just a few minutes of your time to this study will go 
a long ~ in helping your fellow students and all others concerned. 
If you are willing to participate in the study, please 
make a circle around the words "am willing" on the enclosed post card. 
lfr. White will then get in touch with you. Please be assured that your 
name is and will be kept as a matter of confidence between you and me. 
Sincerely yours, 
Leo Lieberman 
Director of Guidance 
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